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Abstract.
A detailed analysis of the Geselowitz formula for the magnetic induction and for the electric potential fields, due to a localized dipole current density, is provided. It is shown that the volume integral, which describes the contribution of the conductive tissue to the magnetic field, exhibits a hyper-singular behaviour at the point where the dipole source is located. This singularity is handled both via local regularization of the volume integral as well as through calculation of the total flux it generates. The analysis reveals that the contribution of the primary dipole to the volume integral is equal to the one third of the magnetic field generated by the primary dipole while the rest is due to the distributed conductive tissue surrounding the singularity. Furthermore, multipole expansion is introduced, which expresses the magnetic field in terms of polyadic moments of the electric potential over the surface of the conductor. 1 . Introduction.
Biomagnetism deals with the causal relation that connects electric currents generated within the organs of the human body with the magnetic fields they produce just outside the body [7, 11] . Considering the size of human organs, such as the brain, the heart, or the lungs, the quasistatic approximation of Maxwell's equations for the investigation of these problems is well justified [7] .
In the last three decades a significant number of papers have been written, both at the theoretical as well as the experimental level, which seek ways to determine the magnetic field for given currents inside a human organ (Direct Biomagnetic Problem), or to characterize the currents within the organ from measured exterior magnetic fields (Inverse Biomagnetic Problem).
An excellent review on the subject is given by Hamalainen et al. [7] , where an extensive bibliography is also included. An interesting perturbation analysis on the shape of the conductor can be found in [12] .
As far as theoretical models are concerned, almost all this work is based on the Geselowitz formula [4, 5] which relates the magnetic induction field in the exterior of the body to the actual electrochemically-generated currents and to the equivalent surface current distributions supported on surfaces separating regions of different conductivity.
GEORGE DASSIOS and FOTINI KARIOTOU
The most tractable case is that for which the localized electric activity of the neurons is represented by an equivalent electric dipole with a specified dipole moment. The human organ is considered to be a finite union of regions of constant conductivity. One of these regions includes the primary source, i.e., the electric dipole. The primary source excites conduction currents to all component regions that have nonzero conductivity. These conduction currents are interpreted as volume distributions of dipole currents with moments that are proportional to the electric field. As Geselowitz has shown [5] , some vector identities combined with the vector invariant form of the dyadic version of Gauss's theorem lead to an equivalent expression for the magnetic field, where the dipoles are distributed over the boundaries that form the support of the discontinuities of the conductivity function for the particular organ. The moments of these surface distributions of dipoles now depend 011 the electric potential field as well as 011 the conductivityjumps across the surfaces of discontinuity.
For all regions that are free from primary currents this procedure is obviously justified. But at least one of the regions includes the primary current (dipole source), since otherwise no electromagnetic activity would be present. When this technique is applied to regions that involve sources, the analysis is more delicate since for such regions the electric potential, and consequently the electric field, involve singularities in the region of integration and therefore Gauss's theorem is not immediately applicable.
A careful treatment of these integrals involves the exclusion of the singularities by deleting a small sphere centered at the singularity and a subsequent limiting process that lets the radius of the sphere go to zero. After we exclude the singular point, Gauss's theorem can be used and the surface integral over the surface of the little sphere, depending on the strength of the singularity, can provide a nonvanishing contribution.
This flux measuring approach has been used in an early version of the present work which misled us to conclude that an extra term should be added to the Geselowitz formula. We would like to acknowledge though that first professor Guido Nolte and then professor Jukka Sarvas and his colleagues Dr. Matti Kajola and Dr. Matti Hamalainen pointed out to us that the extra term we calculated cancels out from a corresponding contribution of the volume integral over the little sphere since the field is also singular there. In fact the field is hyper-singular there and its contribution to the volume integral has to be evaluated either through regularization [3, 9] or through the theory of generalized functions [3] . The final result shows that the contribution of the volume integral to the magnetic induction field is due to the distributed conductive tissue as well as to a concentrated point measure at the point where the dipole is located and this last contribution equals to the one third of the field due to the primary dipole source. Through an appropriate use of polyadic analysis we show how a multipole expansion can be obtained, where the contribution of the conductive tissue enters via the polyadic surface moments of the interior electric potential.
It is actually shown that the zeroth order moment equals the electric moment of the primary dipole.
The mathematical formulation of the Biomagnetic problem is stated in Sec. 2 while the analysis of the Geselowitz formula is developed in Sec. 3. Section 4 deals with the multipole expansion of the electric potential as well as the magnetic field. Based on the Geselowitz formula Sarvas [13] has calculated the exact magnetic field outside a ON THE GESELOWITZ FORMULA IN BIOMAGNETICS 389 spherical conductor. For early work on the sphere we refer to Ilmoniemi et al. [8] . A relative discussion is contained in Sec. 5. As it is well-known, the actual human brain is shaped in the form of an ellipsoid with average semiaxes equal to 6, 6.5, and 9 cm. The solution of the direct and the inverse MEG problem in ellipsoidal geometry is currently under investigation by the authors. 
where the bar denotes the topological closure, the common boundary separating the subregions Gi,Gj, and let h,j be the unit normal on S,:l directed from G, to Gj. It is understood that the common boundary of non-neighbouring subregions is empty, and that each non-empty surface St] is G^1'-smooth. Furthermore, let Sio = Gi n G0, i = 1,2,..., 7i (4) be the part of the S boundary that is common to the Gi subregion. The surface
describes the boundary of the subregion G,-, for each i = 1,2,..., rz. The electric conductivity in each subregion G, is assumed to be constant and it is denoted by <x;,i = 1,2,... ,71. The exterior region Go has vanishing conductivity. The conductivity jumps occur on the separating surfaces Sij and Sio.
One of the subregions, let us say Gn, contains the primary dipole current in its interior [6, 10] . That is, Jp(r) = Q<5(r -r0), r0 6 G",
where Q stands for the electric dipole moment and S denotes the Dirac measure at r(). Within the realm of quasistatic electromagnetism [7] governed by the equations E(r) = -Vu(r),
VxB(r) = /i0J(r),
■w1.
(") Z=1 390 GEORGE DASSIOS and FOTINI KARIOTOU the localized dipole current (6) gives rise to the electric potential «P(r) = Vr~ Q ' r"-~l3' reG" r^r« (n) 47r(j;: |r-ro|J and to the magnetic induction field BP(r) = T^Q x r~ r 7^ ro,
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where cr,; denotes the conductivity of the subregion G,; and /io denotes the magnetic permeability which is taken to be constant both in the space inside and outside the conductor. Equations (8), (10), and Gauss's theorem imply Ampere's law [10. 13] :
where the integration is extended over the conductive region G. Relations (6), (7), (9), and the partition of G in subregions of constant conductivity allow for (13) to be written as
where the electric potentials Ui, i = 1, 2 n solve the following system of mixed boundary value problems:
Ui ( 
Formula (14) expresses the magnetic induction field as the sum of the field generated by the primary source (6) at the point ro G G" and the superposition of the fields due to a volume distribution of dipoles with moments given by Ej(r') = -cr, Vu,(r'), r'eG,.
Geselowitz's formula [4] concerns the replacement of these volume distributions with surface distributions of dipoles over the interfaces of changing conductivity. This is treated in the next section. 3 . A study on the Geselowitz formula. Geselowitz's idea was to use Gauss's theorem to reduce the volume integrals in (14) to corresponding surface integrals and this was applied to all subregions that are free from primary current sources. The situation is more involved in the region that hosts the source and such a hosting region is always present. As Geselowitz [5] as well as his followers [2, 7, 12, 13] Viii(r') x |rr_^3di/(r;) = mir')ti x JL-£^s(r'),
where the wedge on the top indicates unit vector. It is easily shown that if r G G,, then no contribution is obtained from the singularity at r since on any little sphere around r. Formula (26) is true for i = 1,2,..., n -1, but for i = n, a deeper analysis is necessary.
In fact, we have to exclude the singularity from the domain of integration by eliminating from Gn a little sphere of radius e > 0 centered at r(> and denote the rest of Gn by Gn(e). In fact, we choose an e > 0 such that B{r0;e) = {r G Gn: |r -r0| < e} C Gn
and let S(ro; e) = dB(v^\e). Then G"(e) =Gn-B(ro;s)
and 5Gn(£) = 5"U5(r0;£).
The electric potential in Gn is written as u"(r) = -'-Q ■ ^3+iu(r), r G Gn,
4?r an |r -r0| where w is a harmonic function and (26) for the Gn(e) region is written as I Vun(r') x ~-^-diy(r') = [ un{r')n' x -^rfs(r')
JGn(e) lr -i I Js" |r-r'|3 Q 1 r'"r°4 TTO-n Js(ro;e) lr' -ro|3 |r-r'|3 Js{r0;e)
The symbol <g) denotes tensor product. The case where r G Gn is treated as previously and no contribution from the singularity at r is obtained.
On the other hand, even in the case of r € Go, the singularity due to the dipole source at ro is still present. It is easy to see that the integrand of the last integral in (32) is bounded over B(ro;e) for every r 6 Go and therefore f r -r' lim / w(r')n' x -ds(r') = 0.°J
Next we investigate the limiting value of the integral h(£) = I r~}-~i30A'x"r-i\3ds^">-
/S(r0;e) I -ro| !r-r'l3
Introducing a spherical coordinate system centered at ro via the transformation
we immediately see that I n'®n x-1 --^^ds(n'),
JS2 |r-r0-en'|3 + 1 (39) so that the limit as e -> 0+ is replaced by the discrete limit as n -> oo and using the fact that Because of the singularity at ro, the last integral in (44) exhibits a hyper-singular behaviour which will be evaluated through regularization [3, 9] . In fact, we interpret its contribution as a distribution of sources within the ball B(ro; e) perturbing, in this way, the location of the source by a small distance S £ (0,e). The source is then located at the point r = r' -ro-That leads to the perturbed internal electric potential Hence, in (44) the limiting contribution from the surface S(ro;e) and the contribution from the point singularity at ro cancel each other, leaving us with the identitŷ Vun(r') x -~dv{v') = ^ u"(r')n x ^_^3ds(r').
We observe, though, that in the limit as e -> 0 the flux that crosses the surface 5(ro; s) is equal to one third of the contribution of the primary dipole to the magnetic field, while the concentrated point source contributes minus one third of the same quantity. Substituting (26) for each i = 1,2,..., n-1 as well as (51) for i = n into the expression 
In particular, for a single isotropic and homogeneous conductor with conductivity <7, the Geselowitz formula reads B(r) = f Q x _ Of f u{r>> x J^ds(r'), 
Multipole expansion.
In order to obtain a complete multipole expansion of the field B as it is given by (53) we introduce the Polyadic notation
which provide the Taylor expansion
where the formula and therefore this is the only term of B that survives its radial projection. Furthermore, the radius of the sphere does not enter in the expression for B.
Performing an asymptotic expansion for r > ro we obtain that The present analysis is greatly influenced by the isotropy of the sphere and the inevitable symmetry it implies. A non-isotropic model of the brain, such as the case of an ellipsoid, would reveal a more realistic interconnection between the electrochemical activity of the brain and the electromagnetic field it generates.
